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BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PIANT, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2
DOCKET NOS. 50-325 AND 50-324/ LICENSE NOS. DPR-71 AND DPR-62
REQUEST FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT - NUCLEAR ASSESSMENT DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONAL CHANGES

.

inclemen:

In accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Parts 50.90 and
2.101, Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) hereby requests a revision to the
Technical Specifications for the Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP).

The proposed amendment would implement the functional role and responsibilities
of the recently created Nuclear Assessment Department (NAD). The NAD performs
internal evaluations and assessment activities. The fundamental role of the NAD
is to assist management in identification of issues which may prevent CP&L's
nuclear projects from achieving quality performance on a sustained basis, as well
as to ensure the effective correction of these issues. The NAD has also assumed
the responsibilities for and the functions of administering the independent
review program for nuclear facilities and the independent assessment of unit 3

activity.

Enclosure 1 provides a detailed description of the proposed changes and the basis
for the changes.

Enclosure 2 details the basis for the Company's determination that the proposed
changes do not involve a significant hazards consideration.

Enclosure 3 details the basis for the Company's determination that the proposed
changes require no environmental assessment.

Enclosures 4 and 5 provide the proposed Technical Specification pages for each
unit.

Carolina Power & Light Company is providing, in accordance with 10CFR50.91(b),
the State of North Carolina with a copy of the proposed license ameidment.
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.Please refer.any questions regarding this submittal to Mr. D. C. McCarthy at

(919) 546 6901.
_

Yours verv truly,

h / y ' -)
R. B. Starkey, Jr.

DBB/jbv

Enclosures:
1. Basis for Change 'equest.

2. 10CFR50.92 Evaluation
3. Environmental Consideration
4. Unit 1 Technical Specification Pages
5. . Unit 2 Technical Specification Pages

cc: Mr. Dayne H. Brown
Mr.--S. D. Ebneter
Mr.-R. H. Lo
Mr. R. 11. Prevatte

R 'B, Starkey, Jr. , _ having been first duly sworn, did depose and say that the
information contained herein .is true and correct to the best of his information,

knowledge and belief; and the sources of his information are officers, employees,
,

contractors, and. agents of Carolina Power & Light Company,

b fr!iu$u br}h
Notary (Seal)

"My commission expires: /-3/ - f_C oo n e,,,
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ENCLOSURE 1

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PIANT, UNITS 1 AND 2
NRC DOCKETS 50-325 AND 50 324

OPERATINC LICENSES DPR-71 AND DPR-62
REQUEST FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT

NUCLEAR ASSESSMENT DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONAL CHANCES

BASIS FOR CHANCE REOUEST

Proposed Chances:

Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) has created a Nuclear Assessment
Department (NAD) which performs internal evaluations and assessment activities
and serves as senior management's staff for the objective ovursight of Nuclear
Generation Group performance relating to nuclear safety, reliability, and
quality. The department's fundamental role is to assist serior management in
the early identification of those deficiencies which may prevent the Company's
nuclear projects from achieving the desired level of performa. ice on a

-sustained basis and to ensure effective correction of deficiencies. The NAD
has assumed the functions and responsibilities for (1) administering the
Company's-independent review program for nuclear facilities and (2) the
. independent assessment of unit activity.

As CP&L continues to emphasize that quality is the primary responsibility of
.the line organization, the NAD uses to more performance-based methods to
evalet,te the attainment of quality. This proposed change is submitted to
allow the-NAD greater' freedom to concentrate resources on performance issues
and improvements.

The proposed change meets the CP&L commitments to Regulatory Guide "L.33, which
endorses' M4SI N18.7, as specified in Section 1.8 of the Final Safety Analysis
-Report (FSARI For the Brunswick Steam Electric Plant (BSEP). In addition, the
proposed _ change will provide oversight consistency within CP&L.

_ ,

In the area.of independent review, the proposed changes will allow the NAD
resources to be redirected for the identification and resolution of
significant safety-related issues. The experience that CP&L has gained in the
area of independent review has enabled the.NAD to gain.the expertise necessary
to evaluate which items under review-will yield significant safety-related
issues. Many of the-items that currently are independently reviewed are not
complex, have little safety significance, and have already undergone an
extensive review process encompassing the requirements of 10CFR50.59. A
subsequent independent review of such items would add negligible safety value.
Refocusing availablo resources in areas that have historically produced
significant safety-related issues will enhance the' Nuclear Generation' Group
. performance relating to nuclear safety, reliability, and quality.,

The proposed change makes wording c.nsistent with ANSI N18.7 by specifying the
scope of independent reviews to include changes "to the facility as described
in~the Final Safety Analysis Report." This change meets the requirements of
ANSI N18.7 and expands the current Technical Specification (TS) requirements
to review changes "to the Final Safety Analysis Report."

El-1' (1383BNP.GLU)
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The prop + "I change modifies the wording for specific iterns requiring
i na p e r,:R., review to provide consistency among CP6L nuclear facilities and
ensure continued compliance with ANS! N18.7. The proposed chance also
it.odi f i e s the function of the NAD to provide independent review cf q.fr.nificant
plant changes, tests, and procedures. This cortplies with the requirements of
idlS1 N18. 7, As applied to independent revitv, the term "significant plant
channes, tests, and procedures" shall include changes in the facility as
dercribed in the Safety Analysis Report, tests, or experittents not described
in the safety Analysis Report which are completed without prior NRC approval
under the provinfons of 10CTR50.59(a)(1), and changes in procedures as
described in the Safety anM ysis Report; any of the above which have or are
likely to have an influence or effect on safety related structures, systems,
or components.

The provisions of 10CFR50.54(a)(1) require implettentation of a quality
assurance program as described in the Safety Analysis Report. The recently
subtaitted Quality Assurance (QA) progrem change dascribec the NAD assesstnent
pragram. This proposed change retnoves speci.ic details of the NAD
audit / assessment program from the TSs and makes reference to Section 17.3 of
the FS^.R for these details. Tl is cha..yi elitninates inconsistency and
duplication between the TSs and the ": Program deccribed in the FSAR. The QA (Program description in the USAR ''rea,s the elements for an audit / assessment ,

program identified in NURFG 0800, Section 17.3.

The proposed changes tuodify the following specific sections of the TSs as
indicated:

Section 6.2.3: Proj e c t Assessment (PA) Section

CilANGE: The proposed change combines the existing Section 6.2.3 with ,

proposed Section 6.5.5 (NAD Assessment Program). The existing
Sections 6.2.3 and 6.5.5 specific details are replaced with reference to
the QA Program in Section 17.3 of the FSAR.

BASIS: Existing Section 6.2.3 is combined with proposed Section 6.5.5
(NAD Assessment Program) to tnake the Project Assessment Section
activities and responsibilities pan of the overall assasstnent process.

Section 6.5.3: Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (pNSC)
s

CilANGE : 6.5.3.3 Composition - The proposed change celetnc the position /

of Manager - QA/QC from the list of members of the YNSC as this position
no longer exists at th Brunswick Steam Electric Ilant (BSEP), a

BASIS: This position as a PNSC member was a holdover from original
plant organizations whero the QA Supervisor was part of the plant staff
and reported directly to the General Manager - Brunswick Plant.
Creation of the NAD deleted this position and allows NAD to
independently asress PNSC activities.

CHANGE: 6.5.3.8 Activities The proposed change deletes the-

requirement for the pNS", to submit reports prepared in accorda..ce with
item k of t'iis section to the NAD.

El-2 0383np.cw)
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BASIS: If the investigt sd event involves the safe operation of the
nuclear power plant, the report will be submitted to the NAD per the
requirements of th$ proposed fection 6.5.4.9.e.

CHANGE: 6.5.3.9 Activities - The proposed change revises the
requirement.for the PNSC to provide written notification within 24 hours
of disagreement between the PNSC and the Plant General Manager to only
the Manager - Brunswick Nuclear Project and the Manager - Nuclear
Assessment Depattmen:

BAS 75: The title change from Vice President - Nuclear Services to '

Hanager - 10aclear Assessment Department reflects organizational changes
that places responsibility in the Nuclear Assessment Department.

-Section 6.5.4: NAD Independent Review Program

CHANGE: 6.5.4.2 Organization - The proposed change modifies the
wording to provide consistency among CP&L nuclear facilities and ersure
continued compliance with ANSI N18.7.

BASIS: The proposed change modifies the wording to comply with the
disciplines L.isted in ANSI N18.7. The proposed change maintains the
same qualiitcution requirements,

d

CHANCE: 6.5.4.3 Organization The proposed change modifies the
qualification .4 Ttirements to apply to the Manager Safety Review Unit
and complies with ANSI N18.7. The term " academic degree" is replaced
with " bachelor degree."

: BASIS:. The proposed change provides consistency among CP&L nuclear
facilities and ensures continued compliance with AN51 N18.7 in regards

,

to education qualification. Prior to Amendeant No. 156 for Unit 1 and e

Amendment No. 187-for Unit 2, these requirements were applied to the
.

Manager - Corporate Nuclear Safety Section. Until the NAD organization *

could.be finalized, these requ|rements were applied to the Manager NAD

in-Amendment No. 156 for Unit 1 and Amendment No. 187 for Unit 2. Under
the, current NAD organization, the position of Manager Safety Review
Unit is responsible for the independent review process. The. proposed
change maintains the same qualification requirements, for the manger
responsible for the supervision of this process.

.

CHANGE: 6.5.4.4 Organization - The term " academic degree" is replaced
L with " bachelor degree."
,

BASIS: The proposed change modifies:the wording to' provide consistency.
emong CP&L nuclear facilities and. ensure continued compliance with >WSI-
N18.7. The proposed change maintains the same qualification / education
requirements.

CHANGE: 6.5.4.6_ Organization - The proptsed change modifies the review
process to eliminate a specific number of reviews.

BASIS: Ihe proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency
among CP&L nuclear facilities and ansure continued compliance with ANSI'
N18.7. .The basis-for requiring three reviews in the existing TS is to

.cnsure that applicable disciplines are'encompasmed. The ptwr; sed change

El-3 Oss3sw.cw)
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specifically . quires reviews in applicable disciplines by qualified
individuals. Specifically requiring three rev! ewers is unnecessarily
restrictive and dots not ensure appropriate reviews are performed.

CHANGE: 6.5.4.9.a Review - The phrase " changes to procedures required
by Specification 6.8" is replaced with "significant changes in j
procedures as described in the Safety Analysis Report." The phrase j
" modifications of equipment or systems" is replaced with "significant i

changes in the facility as described in the Safety Analysis Report."
The phrase " tests or experiments that constitute a chat.ge tc the Safety
Analysis Report" is replaced with "significant tests or experiments not

'

described in the Safety Analysis Report." The modifying phrase that"

are completed without prior NRC approval under the provisions of
,

10CFR50.59(a)(1)" has been added. !

BASIS: The-proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency ,

ainong CP&L nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with
ANSI N18.7. This section also trodifies the function of the NAD to

'
provide independent review of girnificant changes to the facility,

- changes in procedurer, and tests or experiments. This complies with ae
requirements of ANSI N18.7. Previous reviews (last ten years) of
insigrificant/ minor items indicate that these reviews-provide little or
no real impact on in 'oving or enhancing safety or reliability. As
applied to independei.L review, the term "significant" (as applied to
changes to the facility, changes in procedures, and tests or
2xperiments) shall include changes in the facility as described in the
Safety Analysis Report, changes in procedures as described in the Safety
Analysis Report, and tests or experiments not described in the Safety
Analysis-Roport which are completed without prior NRC approval under the
provisions of 10CFR50.59(a)(1); any of the above which have or are
likely to-have an influence or effect on safety-related structures,
systems or-components.

CHANGE: 5.4.9 b and c Review Current Sections 6.5.4.9 b r
'

6.5.4.9.c are combined under the proposed Section 6.5.4.9.b duc ;o
reformatting. The phrase " changes to procedures required by
Specification 6.8" is replaced with " changes in procedures required by
these Technical Specifications." The phrase " proposed modifications" is
replaced with " proposed changes in the facility."

BASIS: The proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency
among CP&L nuclear-facilities and ensure continued compliance with
ANSI N18.7. -The proposed chango meintains the same degree of review,

CHANGE: 6.5;4.9.d Review This existing requirement is contained in
- proposed Section 6.5.4.9.c_due to reformatting. The requirement to
conduct an independent review ' prior to implementation" has been added.

BASIS: The proposed change modifies the wording _to provide consistency
cmong Cp6L nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with#

'; ANSI 1N18.7. ANSI N18.7 requires this independent review to be completed'

-prior to implementation.
.

CHANGE: 6.5.4.9 e Review - This existing regairement is contained in
proposnd Section 6.5.4.9.d.1 due to reformatt g, Violations that
require reporting to the NRC in writing will requir3 independent review.

~El-4 03338we.cLU)
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BASIG: The proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency ;

among CrdL nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with
ANSI N18.7. Consistent with ANSI N18.7, the proposed change will
require an independent review by the NAD of CP&L self identified i

'
violations repeatable in writing to the NRC. ;

CHAMCs: 4.0.4.9.f Review This existing requirement is cortained in ;

proposed Section 6.5.4.9.d.2 due to reformatting. Significant operating ,

abnormalities or deviations that require reporting to the NRC in writing
vill require independent review. Reportable events specified in 10CFR

,

which-require reporting to the NRC will require independent review.

BASIS: The proposed chango modifies the wording to provide consistency -

among CP&L nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with *

ANSI N18.7. Consistent with ANSI N18.7, the proposed change will
require an independent review by the NAD of CP&L self-identified.

operating abnormalities or deviations repottabic in writing to thn NRC. t

CHANCE: 6.5.4.9.g . Review - This existing requirement is contained in
-proposed Section 6.5.4.9.d.) due to reformatting. Since " reportable
events" is a defined term in the TS, it is capitalized in the proposed
Section 6.b.4.9.d.3.

BASIS: The proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency
among CP&L nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with,

ANSI N18.7. The proposed change maintains the same degree of review.

CHANGE: 6.5.4.9.h Review - PNSC reports and minutes.are climinated
from formal review.

BASIS: The proposed change eliminates PNSC reports and minutes from-
formal review to provide consistency among CPEL nuclear facilities and
ensure continued compliance with ANSI N18.7. Items of safety
si-nificanco that are reviewed by PNSC will continue to be independently
refiewed by the NAD. In accordance with TS 6.5.3.10, tho PNSC will
forward its minutes to the NAD so that the safety significant issues are
identified.

1

CHANGE: 6.5.4.9.1 Review - This existing requirement is moved to
proposed Section 6.5.4.9.e due -to reformatting. '

BASIS: The proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency
among CP&L nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with
ANSI N18.7. The proposed change maintains-the same degree of review.

,

CHANGE: _6.5.4.10, Review _and 6.5.4.11.a. Records Existing Sections *

16.5.4.10 and 6.5.4.11.a are combined under the proposed Section 6.5.4.10
-due to reformatting, Any identified adverse condition resulting from
independent reviews are addressed in proposed Section 6,5.4.11.

BASIS: . The proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency
among CP&L nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with
ANSI N18.7. The proposed change maintains the same degree of review.
Any identified adverse condition resulting from independent reviews are
addressed in proposed Section 6.5.4.11.

,
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CllANGE: 6.5,4.11.b Records This existing requirement is moved to :

proposed Section 6.5.4.11 due to reformatting. The proposed change ;
'

modifies the_ response of independent reviews that identify potentially
adverse conditions from " recommendations and concerns" to submittal "in
accordance with the corrective action program." ;

BASIS: The proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency
among CP&L nucionr facilities and ensure continued compliance with
ANSI N18.7. The correctivo action program is a formalized program that
identifics, prioritizes, and responds to potentially adverse conditions
that are identified by individuals or functional organizational units ;

within CP&L,
.t

CHANCE: 6.5.4.11.c This existing requirement is moved to proposed
Section 6.5.4.12-due to reformatting. The proposed change modifies the
type of report to a presentation given to the Executive Vice President - <

tPower Supply and the Senior Vice President - Nuclear Generation Group.
The Manager - Brunswich Nuclear Project and the Plant General Manager
will receive a copy of the presentation. The Chairman / President has
-been excluded from this presentation.

BASIS: The_ proposed change modifies the wording to provide consistency
among CP&L nuclear facilities and ensure continued compliance with ,

ANSI N18.7, The NAD performs internal evaluations and assessment
activities and serves as senior management's staff for the objective
oversight of Nuclear Generation Group performance relating to nuclear
safety, reliability, and quality. The department'c fundamental role is -

to assist senior management in the early identification of those
deficiencies which may prevent the Company's nuclear projects from
achieving the desired level of performance on a sustained basis and to
ensure effective correction of deficiencies. The Manager of the NAD is '

free at anytime to raise issues to the Chairman / President if he
,

determines that additional emphasis or action is necessary.

Section 6.5 b: NAD Audit Program

u - CilANGE: . The proposed change replaces specific details in this section
' with reference to the QA Program in Section 17.3 of the FSAR which

describes the NAD audit / assessment program.

BASIS: The provisions of 10CFR50.54(a)(1) require implementation of a
I quality assurance program as described in the Safety Analysis-Report,
k This change eliminates inconsistency and duplication between the TS and

-'the QA Program described in the PSAR. The QA Program description in the i

FSAR addresses-the elements for an audit / assessment. program identified
:in NUREG-0800, Section 17.3.

Section 6.5.6: Outside Agency Inspection and Audit Program

CllANGE: . The proposed change deletes specific details in this section
| and references the QA Program in Section 17.3.3.3 of the FSAR, which

describes the NAD audit / assessment program. .

BASIS: Generic- Letter 88-12 allows the removal of Fire Protection
Program requirements from the TS, provided that a periodic audit be
eanducted.of the Fire Protection Program. The Generic Letter requested

El 6 0383skP.cw)
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that the existing administrative controls related to Fire Protection
Program audit requireroents be retained in the TS. This change
eliminates inconsistency and duplication between TS, the Generic Letter
reconnendations, and the QA Progr4un described in the FSAR. The QA
Progrars deceription in the FSAR nddresses the elements for an
audit / assessment program identified in NUREG 800, Section 17.3, ano
includes a requirettent for a Fire Protection audtt/ assessment.
10CFR50.54(a)(1) requires fisplementation of a quality assurance program
as described in the FSAR.

Section 6.10.2

CllANGE: The proposed change deletes Item j froin the list of records to
be retained for the duration of the license. The specific records are .

regrouped to provide consistency among CP&L nuclear facilities. ,

Specifically, the records listed in existing Itern n are separated it;to
proposed Item n and new Item j.

BASIS: Retention requirements for QA activity records will be
identified in the_QA Prograra. -With the exception of QA activity
records, the proposed change snaintains the same type of records and
retention requirernents. The NAD has the 1esponsibility of maintaining
independent review records regardless of- previous organizational titles,'

c
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ENCLOSURE 2 |

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2
NRC DOCKET NO. 50 261/0PERATING LICENSE NO. DPR 23 ;

REQUEST FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT
NUCLEAR ASSESSMENT DEPAPTMENT FUNCTIONAL CllANCES

10CFR$0.92 EVAUGATION

.

|

The Commission has provided standards in 10CFR50.92(c) for determining whethet
,

a significant hazards consideration exists. A proposed amendment to an '

operating license for a facility involves no significant hazards consideration
if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would
not: (1) involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated, (2) create the possibility of a new or

'

different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or
(3) involve a=significant reduction in a margin of safety. Carolina-Power.6

-Light-Company (CP&L) has reviewed this proposed license amendment request and
determined that its adoption would not involve a significant hazards

'

- consideration. The bases for'this determination are as follows:

ELOR9 sed Chnne.e.

CP&L has created a Nuclear Assessmant Department (NAD)'which perfocms internal r

eva'.uations and assessment activities, The department's fundamental role is ,

to assist management in the early identification of issues which may prevent
--. the Company's nuclear projects from achieving a quality performance on a

sustained basis and in-ensuring effective correction. The FAD has assumed the
functions and responsibilities for (1) administering the Company's independent
review program for nuclear facilities and (2) the assessment of unit nativity.

~ *"io proposed amendment would implement the functional rolo and
responsibilities of the recently created NAD. Specifically, the changes-_ ,

affect the independent review program and the independent assessment of unit
activity. ,

Basis
,

The change does_not involve a significant hazards-consideration for the
following reasons:

-

1. Thi proposed amendment does not involve a significant increase in the .

probability.or consequences of an accident previously_ evaluated because
'it is programmatic and does not physically alter _any safety related~-

systems.snor-does-it affect the way in which any safety-related systems
perform their functions. The independont review function ~is being
revised _to provide program consistency between the nuclear units whilez

i _maintaining _ compliance with ANSI N18.7. The1 ndependent assestment-1

requirements for the NAD are being removed from the Technical
Specifications (TS) and reference aade to-the Quality Assurance (qA) _
Program for these details. _Since tae design of the facility and system
operating parameters are not changing, the proposed amendment does not
involve an increase iu the probability or consequences of any accident -

,

previously evaluated.D

E2-1 0333sup.cun
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2. The proposed amendaent does not. create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any eccident prnviously evaluated. As
stated in Item 1, the proposed amendment is programmatic and does not
physically alter any safety-related systems; nor does it aff ect the way
-in which any safety-related systems perform their functions. Since the
. design of the facility and system operating parattetere are not changing, |

the proposed amendment does not create the possibility of a new or i,

dif ferent kind of accident f rom any accident previously evaluated. ('-

3. The proposed amendment does not involve a significant reduction in the ,

snargir, of safety because it is a prograranatic change. As stated in i

Item 1, the proposed amendment does not physically alter any safety-
related systems; nor does it affect the way in which any safety-related
systems perform their functions. Since the design of the facility and -

system operating parameters are not changing, the propc sed arnendment
does not involve any reduction in the margin of safety.

,

p
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ENCIDSURE 3

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2
URC DOCKET NO. 50 261/OPEPATING LICENSE NO. DPR 23

REQUEST FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT
NUCLEAR ASSESSMENT DEPARTMENT FUNCTIONAL CHANGES

ENVLPOdMlNTAL CQNSIDER4110NE

10CFR51.22(c)(9) provides criterion for and identification of licensing and
" regu'atory actions eligible for categorical exclusion from performing an

environinental aus.essment. A proposed amendment to an operating license for a
facility requires no environmental assessment. if operation of the facility in

_

accordance with the proposed amendment would not: (1) involve a significant
hazards consideration; (2) result in a significant change in the types or
significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may ba released off-
site; and (3) result in an it ease in an individual or cumulative

Carolina ?ower & Light Company (CP&L) hasoccupational radiation expost e.
reviewed th'e request and determined that the proposed amendment meets the
eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10CFR51.22(c)(9).
Pursuant to 10CFR51.22(b), no environmental impact rtatement or environmental
assessment needs to be prepared in connection with the issuance of the
amendment. This basis for this determination follows:

Prorioned Channe

CP6L haa arcated a NAD which performs internal evaluations and assessment
setivities. The department's fundamental role is to assist management in the
early identif ation of issues which may prevent the Company's nuclear
projects from achieving quality performance on a sr. stained basis and in
ensuring effective correction. The NAD has assumed the functions and
responnibilitier for (1) administering the Company's independent review _

progrsm for nuclear facilities and (2) the assessment of unit activity.

Basts

This change meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth
in IGCFR$1.22(c)(9) for the following reasons:

1. As demonstrated in Enclosure 2, the proposed amendment does r.ot involve
a significant hazards consideration.

2. The proposed amendment does not result in a significant change in the
types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may
be released off site.

The proposed change is programmatic and only revises Section 6,
" Administrative Controls," of the TSs to reflect changes in the review
and assessment of CP&L due to che creation of the NAD. The proposed
amendment does not introduce any new equipment, nor does it require any
existing equipment or systems to perform a different type of function
than they are currently designed to "crform. As such the change cannot
affect the types or amountr of eay efflueats that may be released off-
site.
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3. The proposed amendment does not result in an increase in individual or
cumulative occupational radiation exposure. The proposed change is
progrananatic rnd only revises Scction 6, " Administrative Controls," of
the TSs to t uloct changes la the review and assessment of CP&L due to
the creation of the fiAD. lio additional surveillances or testing results
from the amendment. Therefore, the amendment has no effect on either
individual or cun>ulative occupational radiation exposure.
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